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Abstract
In their quest for creating magical experiences, magicians rely on a host of psychological factors.
Here, we compare tricks based on attentional misdirection with tricks based on amodal completion.
Based on the notion that amodal completion is a cognitively impenetrable perceptual phenomenon,
we predicted that the tricks based on this perceptual effect should—to a much larger extent than
tricks based on attentional misdirection—retain their deceptive power when the tricks are repeated.
The results of an experiment with four magic tricks involving attentional misdirection and four magic
tricks based on amodal completion lend strong support to this prediction. Asking subjects to try to
figure out the secret behind these tricks after one, two, or three presentations of each trick, we
found that the observed solution rates for tricks based on attentional misdirection increased much
more with repeated viewing than those for tricks based on amodal completion, which remained very
low throughout. Thus, the results lend further support to the idea that amodal completion is based
on cognitively impenetrable perceptual mechanisms.
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Introduction
Common wisdom among magicians has it that you should never repeat the same trick twice
because it makes it easier for the spectators to figure out how it is done. It is fairly obvious that
this has to be true: Repeating the trick gives the spectators more time to think about it, and
hence, the chances that they are able to figure out the method increase. This, however, is so
obvious that it is hardly worth saying. Thus, when magicians point to the dangers of repeating
a trick, they probably implicitly refer to something more profound than this trivial point.
Obviously, magic tricks tend to be difficult to debunk the first time they are shown, because
they were designed by magicians with that aim in mind. Thus, the magicians’ warning seems to
imply that there is something aboutmagic tricks whichmakes them easier to debunk the second
time around—beyond the trivial influence of more time to think. It is reasonably clear,
however, that magic tricks differ with respect to what cognitive and perceptual principles are
involved in creating themagical experience (Kuhn, Caffaratti, Teszka, &Rensink, 2014). Thus,
it is possible that the warning against repetitions is quite appropriate for some tricks but less so
for others. In particular, simple theoretical arguments (to be explained later) suggest that the
warning might be appropriate for tricks based on inattentional blindness (Mack & Rock,
1998), but less so for tricks based on cognitively impenetrable perceptual illusions (Ekroll &
Wagemans, 2016; Firestone & Scholl, 2015; Kanizsa, 1985; Leslie, 1988; Pylyshyn, 1999).
The reason why repetition can be expected to be risky in the case of tricks based on
inattentional blindness is that they entail that a secret move is carried out in full view but not
noticed due to a lack of attention. Thus, once the factor that induces the lack of
attention—typically the misdirection of attention toward something else—becomes ineffective,
the spectator is likely to notice the directly visible secret. The misdirection of attention toward
something else is probably less effective when repeated because the spectators are less likely to
attend to the things they already have attended to when they view the trick a second time. Hence,
although a trick based on attentional misdirection can be very powerful and robust across
observers at first presentation, the secret might become less obvious at second presentation.
The disappearing cigarette trick investigated by Kuhn and Tatler (2005) is a case in point.
Here, the disappearing cigarette is openly dropped into the magician’s lap, but spectators
typically fail to notice this otherwise obvious event due to attentional misdirection. While the
openly visible drop of the cigarette is rarely noticed at first presentation, all of the participants in
Kuhn and Tatler’s (2005) study noticed it at second presentation.
In the case of tricks based on cognitively impenetrable perceptual illusions, however, it is
not obvious why repeating the trick should make it particularly easy for spectators to debunk
it. Rather, due to the robust and persistent nature of perceptual illusions, we would expect the
spectators to be equally susceptible to it irrespective of the number of presentations. It is, of
course, not impossible to realize—on a purely intellectual level—that the trick is based on a
perceptual illusion, but this insight does not result from any changes in the (misleading)
perceptual experience with repeated presentation. Rather, since the secret to the trick is
hidden behind a misleading and persistent perceptual experience, realizing the true secret
behind the trick is only possible via abstract logical thinking that questions the veracity of
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one’s own immediate perceptual experience. Given that we (or our perceptual systems) have a
strong penchant for imparting reality to our perceptual experiences (Hoffman, Singh, &
Prakash, 2015; Jackendoff, 1991; Koenderink, 2011; Leddington, 2016; Mausfeld, 2013;
Michotte, 1991; Savardi, Kubovy, & Bianchi, 2012; Vishwanath, 2013), this is not likely to
happen very frequently.
One might think that these considerations are moot and irrelevant because cognitively
impenetrable perceptual illusions only play a marginal role in magic. In a textbook on visual
illusions, for instance, Luckiesh (1922) claimed that ‘‘there are fewer illusions found in the
practice of the magician than is generally supposed,’’ arguing that ‘‘the eye usually delivers
correctly to the intellect, but the judgement errs for various reason’’ (p. 205). Contrary to this,
however, Ekroll and Wagemans (2016) have argued that cognitively impenetrable perceptual
illusions play a central and pervasive role in magic. The reason why perceptual illusions in
magic are easily overlooked, they argued, is that those most often used in magic involve
achievements of the visual system that are so staggering that is difficult to envision that they
really are perceptual illusions rather than more ‘‘intelligent’’ high-level inferences. One of these
achievements is the visual perception of hidden things known as amodal completion (see
Figure 1; Kanizsa, 1985; Michotte & Burke, 1951; Michotte, Thinès, & Crabbé, 1964; van
Lier & Gerbino, 2015). As discussed in Ekroll, Sayim, and Wagemans (2017), amodal
Figure 1. Two demonstrations of amodal completion. (a) One has a curiously compelling and definite
impression of a long horizontal cylinder extending unbroken behind the vertical cylinder. Even when one
knows that there are just two short cylinders behind the vertical cylinder (c), the impression evoked by
viewing panel (a) persists. (b and d) Amodal completion may also evoke perceptual impressions that are
impossible in the sense that they are at odds with our general knowledge of objects (Gerbino & Zabai, 2003;
Hazenberg & van Lier, 2015).
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completion can be thought of as a cognitively impenetrable visual illusion that plays a pivotal
and pervasive role in magic.
The aim of the present experiment was to test whether it is indeed true that magic tricks
based on a perceptual illusion like amodal completion are more difficult to debunk after
repeated presentations than tricks based on other factors such as attention. To anticipate, the
results support this hypothesis.
Method
To assess how robust different kinds of magic tricks are to repetition, we asked 40
participants to try to figure out how eight different magic tricks work (see Table 1 and
Supplementary Movies). We used four tricks that are predominantly based on amodal
completion (tricks Amodal 1–4) and four tricks that instead involved other kinds of
misdirection (mainly attentional misdirection, tricks Attention 1–4). The tricks were
performed by a skilled amateur magician. A video clip of each trick was presented 3 times,
and the participants orally reported what they thought could be the explanation of the trick
after each presentation. These oral reports were recorded on audio for later analysis. After
the first presentation of each trick, the participants were also asked (a) whether they already
knew how the trick worked before they saw it and (b) to rate how magical they found it on a
scale from 1 (not magical at all) to 10 (very magical). Since we were particularly interested in
comparing the tricks based on amodal completion with the tricks involving attentional
misdirection, we balanced the order of presentation across two groups of participants such
that half of the participants viewed the tricks in the sequence Amodal 1, Attention 1, Amodal
2, Attention 2, and so forth, and the other half viewed them in the sequence Attention 1,
Amodal 1, Attention 2, Amodal 2, and so forth.
Participants and Ethical Approval
Forty acquaintances of the researchers participated in the experiment. Sixty percent of the
participants were female and the average age was 30.9 years (range: 21–72). One of the
participants declared to perform magic as an amateur, the others indicated that they did
not perform magic at all. All methods and procedures were approved by the Ethical
Committee of the Faculty of Psychology and Educational Sciences at KU Leuven, and
written informed consent was obtained prior to the experiments.
Results
The percentage of subjects who indicated that they knew a given trick in advance was
generally low, at most 10% (see Table 2). Where a subject knew the trick in advance, the
corresponding ratings were excluded in all further analysis.
The solutions offered by the participants were initially coded into five categories.
In addition to the categories where ‘‘complete true solutions’’ or ‘‘no possible solutions’’
were given, we also used categories for ‘‘other plausible solutions,’’ ‘‘partial true solutions,’’
and ‘‘partial other plausible solutions.’’ The coding was performed by the authors
E. D. B. and L. V. in working together as well as by a naı̈ve student research assistant
who worked independently and was unaware of the hypotheses. Comparison of the
two sets of codings revealed quite some disagreement across some of the categories,
but the category ‘‘complete true solution’’ was distinguished from the other categories





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































of complete true solutions. The analyses presented are based on the codings of the authors
E. D. B. and L. V. Essentially identical results were obtained using the codings of the naı̈ve
research assistant.
It sometimes happened that a subject mentioned the right solution to a trick at an early
presentation, but nevertheless offered another, false solution at a later presentation. In these
cases, we regarded the trick as solved. Figure 2 shows the percentage of subjects who
mentioned the correct secret behind each trick plotted against the presentation number. As
can be seen, the solution rates for the tricks based on amodal completion are low and do not
increase very much with repeated presentations. The corresponding solution rates for the
other tricks are always larger than for any of the tricks based on amodal completion and tend
to increase more with repeated presentations.
To evaluate the strength of the statistical evidence for or against differences between the
two types of tricks, we computed Bayes factors using the ‘‘contingencyTableBF’’ function of
the BayesFactor package for R (Morey & Rouder, 2015). Generally, a Bayes-factor of 3 or
more can be considered as evidence in favor of a difference, a Bayes factor of 1/3 or less can
be considered as evidence against a difference, and a Bayes factor between 1/3 and 3 can be
taken to indicate that the evidence is inconclusive (Dienes, 2008). Comparing the overall
proportion of solutions for the two types of trick at the first presentation, we obtain a Bayes
factor of 56664. This means that the data are 56664 times more likely given the alternative
hypothesis than given the null hypothesis. According to Jeffreys’ (1948) terminology, this can
be considered ‘‘decisive evidence’’ for a difference. The changes after repeated presentations


















1 − Spoon bending
2 − Cut−and−restored rope
3 − Knife through arm
4 − Penetrating dollar bills
Attention
1 − Strike vanish
2 − Coin through table
3 − Vanishing ball
4 − Vanishing cigarette
Figure 2. Percentage of the subjects who found out the secret behind the magic tricks plotted against the
number of times the trick had been viewed. Note that the solution rates are always lower for the tricks based
on amodal completion (dotted lines) and tend to increase less with the number of presentations.
Table 2. Number of Subjects Who Knew the Tricks in Advance (Out of 40).
Trick type Amodal completion Attention
Trick number 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
N 1 4 3 2 2 0 4 0
% 2.5 10 7.5 5 5 0 10 0
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among those observers who had not already solved the trick at the previous presentation.
Comparing the incidence of solutions for the two types of tricks at the second presentation
(i.e., the proportion of solutions among the participants who had not already solved the trick
at the first presentation), we obtain a Bayes factor of 687146 (also ‘‘decisive evidence’’ for a
difference). The same comparison at the third presentation yields a Bayes factor of 113 (also
‘‘decisive evidence’’ for a difference).
A problem with this analysis is that the higher incidence of solutions at repeated
presentations for the tricks based on attentional misdirection may, at least to some extent,
be a consequence of the fact that these tricks are easier to solve to begin with.
Thus, an entirely unbiased analysis of the differences in the effect of repetition per se
presupposes tricks that are equally difficult to solve to begin with. Fortunately, a subset of
the tricks including two tricks based on amodal completion (Amodal 1—spoon bending and
Amodal 2—cut-and-restored rope) and two tricks based on attentional misdirection
(Attention 1—strike vanish and Attention 4—vanishing cigarette) have very similar initial
solution rates (Amodal 1¼ 5% and Amodal 2¼ 6%, Attention 1¼ 10% and Attention
4¼ 8%). Restricted to those four tricks, we obtain a Bayes factor of 0.15, which can be
interpreted as ‘‘substantial evidence’’ against any difference in the initial solution rates for
the tricks based on amodal completion and those based on attentional misdirection.
Comparing the incidences at the second presentation, however, we obtain a Bayes factor
of 55, which constitutes ‘‘very strong evidence’’ for a difference between the two types of
tricks, and for the third presentation, we obtain a Bayes factor of 170, which constitutes
‘‘decisive evidence.’’
Figure 3 shows the subjects’ average ratings of how magical they found the different tricks
to be. The average rating across the tricks based on amodal completion (6.70) is somewhat
higher than the corresponding value for the other tricks (5.93). The difference between the
two distributions of averaged values is statistically significant according to a Wilcoxon test
(p¼ .001). It is worth noticing, though, that the ratings of trick Attention 4 (vanishing
cigarette) are comparable to the average ratings of the tricks based on amodal completion.
Figure 4 shows the proportion of correct solutions for each of the tricks plotted against the
corresponding average magic ratings, shown separately for each of the three presentation
times. Unsurprisingly, the average magic ratings for the tricks correlate negatively with the
proportions of solutions at all presentation times (r1¼.77, r2¼.69, and r3¼.57), but
the correlation is only statistically significant at the 5% level for solution rates after the first
presentation (p1¼ .02, p2¼ .06, and p3¼ .14). Given that the magic ratings were only



























Figure 3. Average ratings of how magical the subjects experienced the different tricks to be, on a scale
from 1 (not magical at all) to 10 (very magical). The error bars show 95% confidence intervals obtained with
bootstrapping.
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collected after the first presentation of each trick, it is perhaps not so surprising that the
relationship between the magic ratings and the solution ratings becomes weaker at later
presentations. In terms of the coefficients of determination (r21¼ .60, r
2
2¼ .47, and r
3
2¼ .32),
the relationship is about halved after the third presentation.
Discussion
The aim of this experiment was to test the hypothesis that magic tricks based on amodal
completion (Ekroll et al., 2017) are more robust than tricks based on other factors such as
attentional misdirection. A clear result of our experiment is that solution rates for the tricks
based on amodal completion are very low after the first presentation and increase only
marginally with repeated presentations (Figure 2). Even after the third presentation, the
highest solution rate for any of the tricks based on amodal completion was only 19%,
while the lowest solution rate for any of the other tricks was more than twice of that
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Figure 4. (a) Proportion of subjects who found the secret behind the tricks after the first presentation
plotted against the corresponding magic ratings. (b and c) Corresponding plots for the second and third
presentation of the tricks. The linear regression lines have a negative slope in all three cases, but they are
dashed in panels (b) and (c) to indicate that the correlation failed to be significant at the 5% level in these
cases.
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(42%). Compared with all of the other tricks, all of the tricks based on amodal completion
have lower solution rates at all presentation times. In principle, one may argue that the larger
increases in solution rates with repeated presentation for the tricks based on attentional
misdirection may, at least in part, be a consequence of the higher initial solution rates for
these tricks. However, as we have shown, some of the tricks based on attentional misdirection
have initial solution rates which are almost as low as those of the tricks based on amodal
completion, but the solution rates nevertheless increase much more quickly with repetition.
Thus, we can be fairly confident that tricks based on amodal completion are much less
susceptible to the detrimental effects of repetition than the tricks based on attentional
misdirection.
In principle, the lower initial solution rates observed for the tricks based on amodal
completion could result from an unbalanced sampling of tricks: Perhaps the attentional
misdirection tricks we selected just happened to be of limited quality, while the amodal
completion tricks happened to be of higher quality. Relatedly, it is probably fair to say
that performing the tricks involving attentional misdirection require considerably more
skill on the part of the magician than performing the tricks based on amodal completion,
which are almost self-working. Thus, any unintended glitches in the performance may be
expected to have a more detrimental effect on the tricks involving attentional misdirection.
Consistent with this kind of argument, the magic ratings were somewhat lower for the tricks
involving attentional misdirection than for the tricks based on amodal completion (Figure 3).
Thus, our experiment does not provide strong evidence that tricks based on attentional
misdirection are generally inferior to tricks based on amodal completion with respect to
their deceptive power at the first presentation. As we have already argued earlier, though,
our results strongly suggest that tricks based on amodal completion are considerably more
robust at repeated presentations.
Some of the tricks used in the present experiment have been investigated previously. In
Figure 5, results from several studies investigating the vanishing cigarette trick (Danek,
Fraps, von Müller, Grothe, & Öllinger, 2014; Kuhn & Findlay, 2010; Kuhn & Tatler,
2005; Kuhn, Tatler, Findlay, & Cole, 2008) are plotted along with the corresponding


















Kuhn & Tatler (2005)
Kuhn et al. (2008)
Kuhn & Findlay (2010)
Danek et al. (2014)
Figure 5. Comparison of results from different studies investigating the vanishing cigarette trick. Although
there are differences between the studies, the overall pattern is that the solution rates increase markedly
with repeated presentations. From the studies where more than one condition was investigated, we plotted
the data from the condition which was most similar to the conditions of the present experiment.
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different studies, the overall pattern of results is that the solution rates increase markedly with
repeated presentations. Several factors may have contributed to the differences between the
studies, such as whether the trick was presented live or on video (Kuhn et al., 2008),
the details of the criterion used, the timing of the drop, the visual salience of the cigarette,
or the quality of the misdirection. In our study, the magician performing the tricks was aware
of the hypothesis, and a subtle experimenter effect (Rosenthal, 1966), where this knowledge
may have unconsciously influenced the quality of the performance of the different tricks
cannot be ruled out. It is clear, though, that this can only explain overall differences in the
solution rates, not differences in the changes with repeated viewing.
Danek et al. (2014) also investigated a cut-and-restored rope trick (trick number 4 in their
study), which we presume is similar or identical to the one used in our study (Amodal 2).
They reported a solution rate of 25% after three presentations, which is somewhat higher
than the corresponding value obtained in our study (6%). Relatively to the solution rates for
the other 33 tricks investigated in their study, though, the 25% solution rate is still quite
low—only three of them had a lower solution rate. Thus, both our and their results agree in
suggesting that tricks based on amodal completion are particularly robust to repeated
presentations.
On the whole, the present findings clearly demonstrate that tricks based on amodal
completion are very difficult to debunk, even after repeated presentations. This is exactly
what you would expect for tricks that are based on a cognitively impenetrable perceptual
illusion (Ekroll & Wagemans, 2016). First, it should be particularly difficult to even imagine
the secret behind a trick based on a perceptual illusion, because it requires you to question the
veracity of your immediate perceptual experience. Second, the well-established robustness
and persistence of perceptual illusions (Firestone & Scholl, 2015; Leslie, 1988; Pylyshyn,
1999) imply that magic tricks based on them should be correspondingly robust to
repetition. Thus, the present findings add further support to the notion that amodal
completion is a genuine product of perceptual mechanisms rather than just visual imagery
or cognitive guesswork (Ekroll, Sayim, & Wagemans, 2013; Ekroll, Sayim, Van der Hallen, &
Wagemans, 2016; Ekroll et al., 2017; Ekroll & Wagemans, 2016; Kanizsa, 1985; Kanizsa &
Gerbino, 1982; Michotte et al., 1964).
On a general level, one would expect that not only tricks based on amodal completion but
also tricks based on any other perceptual illusion should be resistant to repeated viewing
(Ekroll & Wagemans, 2016). Interestingly, Cui, Otero-Millan, Macknik, King, and Martinez-
Conde (2011) found that a trick involving simulated coin tosses is highly resistant to
repetition, and that counter to common wisdom, the trick is not driven by gaze-related
social misdirection cues. A potential interpretation of this finding is that the trick is
actually driven by a perceptual illusion where the illusory motion path is a result of
spatiotemporal modal completion (Beth & Ekroll, 2015).
One might also argue that if a certain magic trick is very resistant to repeated viewing, this
suggests that it may rely on a perceptual illusion. Thus, studying magic and identifying tricks
that have this property may provide new hypotheses and perspectives that challenge
traditional notions about what should count as a perceptual illusion (Ekroll & Wagemans,
2016).
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